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Kurzfassung

Wir wollten ein Spiel generieren, dass komplett an das Surveillance-System von Peter Mindek
und seinen Kollegen angepasst ist. Das Spiel ist ein multiplayer basiertes Schleichspiel bei
dem man möglichst viele wertvolle Gegenstände aus einem Museum stehlen muss, ohne dass
man von den Wachen erwischt wird.





Abstract

We wanted to create a game that is fully compatible to the surveillance system created by
Peter Mindek and his colleagues. The game is a stealth based multiplayer game where you
have to steal precious objects from a museum and avoid the watchman that want to catch you.
After a round the game saves the replay data and the data for the event hierarchy that can be
used by the surveillance system.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Peter Mindek and his colleagues created a surveillance system that automatically creates summaries
of multiplayer based video games. The motivation was to create a split screen multiplayer game that
would integrate the surveillance system. It should be possible to play the game, save the necessary
data and create a highlights video of the played game.

1.2 Problem statement

The problem statement  of  this  bachelor  thesis  is  to  design  a  multiplayer  video game with the
following challenges in mind: It should be possible to save gameplay replays and replay them from
an arbitrary viewpoint. The player character has to be modelled and animated. The AI characters use
pathfinding to navigate through the 3D environment.

1.3 Aim of the work

It was decided to create a multiplayer game based on a museum robbery: Up to four players start in
the some small rooms on the side of the museum. The goal is to get as much loot as possible before
one player gets away with the giant diamond in the middle of the museum or before the watchman
bring the diamond to a safe are and the time runs.

In this  thesis  some techniques  that  are  used  within  the  game are  presented.  Some new
technologies are shown and are compared to the used techniques from this project.

1.4 Methodological approach

The approach in this  project  was to  create  a prototype early on with only some basic  features
available. From there on new features where implemented step by step where each new feature
resulted  in  a  new functioning  prototype.  These  steps  where  repeated  until  the  final  game was
finished.
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1.5 Structure of the work

The project started with some brainstorming sessions for possible game-play approaches. The aim
for the game where that it should be fun to play especially in multiplayer and it should be perfectly
compatible whit the existing surveillance system by Peter Mindek and his colleagues. It was finally
chosen to create a multiplayer stealth game.

Then a 3D engine had to be chosen. To use an existing engine is more time efficient. There
are some engines available, like Torque 3D, the Unreal Engine 3 or the Cry Engine but finally the
Unity 4 engine was chosen because of the good documentation, the great community support and
the free licence for non commercial use. Then studying tutorials and APIs for Unity and C#, the
scripting language of our choice for unity, started.

The next step was to create a simple test level. All the Object where only simple cubes
because the focus  was on the gameplay code.  All  the basic  gameplay elements  existed  in  this
prototype: stealing paintings, cutting showcases open, stealing artworks and the watchman that go
on their route and run to the player when they see them.

As the gameplay gets more and more implemented on the code side, also character models
and item models where created. Also the designing of the museum level has started. The graphical
user interface is also a big part of the game and so indicators for the current item, for the action
someone can do at the moment and for the inventory of the player where created.

The next thing was to implement menus for the game. It should be possible to select a one to
four player mode and the replay mode, where the surveillance system can create its images for the
replay videos.

Then the behaviour of the watchman was finalized. The watchman is now able to apprehend
the player when he sees him, he could hear loud actions of the player and react to them, he sees
empty showcases and “empty” paintings and he also is able to take the big diamond back from the
player.

Next  the  priority  list  for  the  game  events  that  is  used  by the  surveillance  system was
finalized and the replay saving mechanic of the game and the ability to create images from an
arbitrary viewpoint at any time of the game was finalized.

All  the objects  and characters  are  modelled and animated already but  the texturing just
happened this late in development.

Finally the final level design with all characters and objects on fair places to guarantee fair
gameplay was created.
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CHAPTER 2

State of the art / analysis of existing approaches

2.1 Saving gameplay replays

At my research I found two major methods to save gameplay replays: One saves only the player
input to generate replays and the other safes the entire game state at every frame.

First I want to talk about the approach where you only safe the player input to generate a replay.
This  approach  is  sometimes  harder  to  implement  but  it  is  less  recourse  consuming.  It  is  only
possible to use this approach if the game engine is deterministic. This means that the game must
have the same results at a simulation step every time if given the same input values. So it is very
important to split the game in a deterministic part that is relevant for the replay (e.g. Physics, AI,
Gameplay, Animations, Etc.) and the non deterministic part of the game that is not relevant for the
replay (e.g. Special FX, Rendering, Camera, Sounds, Etc.). The non deterministic part has usually
no influence on the game mechanics or on game objects.

There are two major parts to how you could make a game deterministic. Most of the games
use some random numbers for some game mechanics. It is important that it is possible to get the
same random numbers with the same random number seed. It is also advised to separate the random
numbers for the deterministic part and the non deterministic part because this can influence the time
of when some random numbers appear in the sequence. The second major part for a deterministic
game is to safe the delta time between the frames. If the time between simulation steps is not the
same, the results could also not be the same. It is also possible to have a fixed frame rate, but that is
not recommended because you would get a slower gameplay with slower computers.

To save a replay within a deterministic game you only have to save the initial state of the
game including random number seeds and the player input for every frame of the game. So the
game undergoes the following steps during the recording of the game: save the delta time, read the
input controller, save the input controller state and update the game. During the replay you have the
following steps: restore the delta time, restore the input controller state and finally update the game
with the restored delta time and controller state.

Now it is easily possible to optimize the memory usage of this replay saving approach. If
you know what the buttons of the controller do in your game it is sufficient to safe only the buttons
that really change something at the gameplay. It is also not needed to safe all button states at every
frame. It is sufficient to safe only button state changes. Analogue inputs can most of the time be
compressed to a lower range. If the analogue input has normally a range from -128 to 128 it is for
many games sufficient to generate about seven intervals like [-128, -48, -12, -4, +4, +12, +48, +128]
to limit the memory usage without a big impact on the gameplay side.

A big help on debugging this approach on whether the game is deterministic or not is to safe
the results after the simulation step too. Now you can check if the calculated results in the replay are
really the same as the calculated results at the gameplay time. If some values are not the same then
there is a non deterministic variable still present in the game. (see [7])

The second approach where  you safe  the  whole  state  of  the  game at  every frame is  easier  to
implement but also more resource consuming. The big advantage of this approach is that the game
does not have to be deterministic.

It is preferred to but not necessary to record the game at a fixed framerate. For the playback
of  the  replay  it  will  be  possible  to  jump  at  every  frame  you  want  because  you  saved  every
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information you need to show the game at any time. It is needed to save all important informations
at every frame of the game. The important informations could be for example the position of all
players  and  objects,  the  rotation  of  every  players  and  objects,  needed  information  for  correct
animation of objects and so on. Nothing has to be calculated at playback time.

Of course this approach needs a lot of memory space. To minimize memory usage a bit it is
possible to store 3D vectors as 3 floats, it is possible to store orientations as compressed quaternions
and it is possible to store boolean values as bitfields.

For implementation of the playback it is only needed to pause the game simulation and load
all the data for the specific frame. For transitions between frames it is more efficient to reuse the
objects in the scene and just move them to their new position. To identify identical objects between
frames it is useful to apply identical identifiers for every object in the scene. If some objects are not
in the scene yet, or not used any more in the new frame, you have to create or delete them on the
fly. (see [8])

2.2 Character modelling

I found 3 major types of how to model 3D objects in a computer game or film: Polygon modelling,
NURBS modelling and digital sculpting. (see [1])

Polygon modelling is the most common type for 3D object modelling. Polygon objects are most
often used with real-time 3D rendering like video games. In this method objects are represented by
a lot of polygons. A polygon is a closed two dimensional shape with three or more edges.

For modelling you basically start with a primitive object like a cube, a sphere or a cylinder
and alter this primitive until the desired object is build. Some basic transformations for this method
are  subdivision  of  polygon  faces  and  edges  and  extruding  of  faces.  Normally  you  start  with
modelling a rough model with only a few faces and then add more and more detail to the model.
(see [6])

NURBS (Non-uniform rational B-spline) are mostly used for industrial modelling. Here the object
is represented by surfaces. The surfaces are created by interpolating between two ore more Bezier
curves.

For modelling you create  the Bezier  curves in three dimensional space.  You have some
control points to influence the shape of the Bezier curve. The surface between the Bezier curves is
generated automatically by interpolating between the Bezier curves of this surface. (see [6])

Digital Sculpting is a relative new method to model objects and is also based on polygons. The
main idea of  this  method is  that  the artist  modelling the object  do not  have to  have the same
understanding of polygons as with polygon modelling. 

Here your object is like a clump of clay and you can deform this object intuitively by adding
clay to the object or by removing clay from the object. With this method it is relatively easy to
generate high detailed objects with millions of polygons. (see [6])
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2.3 Character Animation

For this chapter I have chose two papers with interesting methods for character animation.

The  first  paper  I  want  to  talk  about  is  “Layered  Acting  For  Character  Animation”  by  Mira
Dontcheva, Gary Yngve and Zora Popović from the University of Washington. Their goal is to
make character animation an easier task and also suitable for non highly skilled animator. Their
approach is to let the user create the animation of their character by acting. The user has a model for
animation in their hand to make a connection between their acting and the model they want to
animate. A big display provides instant feedback of the user interaction and displays the animated
character. The layering system provides the animator the freedom to animate one part of the model
at a time. In the end all layers are combined to create the final animation. This animation model
does not need a lot time for learning the system. The authors state that learning the system only
needs about an hour. It is also possible to create nice animations in very short time period. A lot of
the examples given in the paper inly took about 20 minuets to generate. (see [4])

The second paper I want to talk about is “Automatic Rigging and Animation of 3D Characters” by
Ilya Baran and Jovan  Popović from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The goal of this
paper  is  to  provide a  system that  automatically attaches  an existing  animation  skeleton to  any
provided 3D model with a similar shape of the skeleton. The system is also capable of applying
some basic motion to the generated character model. A similar shaped model for the skeleton means
that if the skeleton is based on a human with two hands, two feet and a head then the used model
should  also  have  similar  features.  The authors  had some main  requirements  for  their  provided
system: It  should have generality.  That means that the system should work with every possible
model the user comes up with. The quality of the animations should be comparable to modern video
games. And the system should have a good performance on average computers. At the end of their
paper they show how good the system works with randomly picked character models. Only 3 of
them had minor issues that could easily be fixed. (see [2])

2.4 Pathfinding AI

For  pathfinding  there  basically  exists  only one  algorithm:  the  A* algorithm.  A* is  a  provable
optimal solution for pathfinding. So I will first talk about the A* algorithm in general and then I will
look at some optimisations of the A* algorithm.

The A* algorithm is an improved version of the shortest-path algorithm by Dijkstra. The map is
represented by a grid with waypoints that have connections with specific distances. The algorithm
takes a start  point and an end point  and finds the shortest  path between these two points.  The
algorithm works stepwise starting from the given start point. The algorithm maintains two lists: the
open and the closed list. The open list contains all points that can be reached in the next step, based
on the points the algorithm already visited. The closed list contains all points the algorithm already
visited. The open list is initialized with the start point and the closed list is initialized as an empty
list.

In every step the point in the open list are ranked by a formula f(n) = g(n) + h(n). g(n) is the
shortest distance from the start point to the point n using only already visited points from the closed
list. h(n) is an estimation of the remaining distance from the point n to the end point. h(n) is shorter
or equal to the actual shortest distance possible to the end point. Now in every step the point with
the smallest f(n) is moved from the open list to the closed list. All reachable points from the new
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point n that are not already visited and in the closed list are added to the open list. Now calculate
f(n) for all newly added points to the open list but If the point was already in the open list then
recalculate f(n). Also save the point n as a parent point for all newly added points to the open list or
safe the point n as a new parent point if the recalculation of f(n) for points already in the open list
generates a smaller value then before.

These steps are repeated until the end point is added to the closed list. Now you get the
smallest path if you go backwards starting from the end point always using the parent point as the
next point until you reach the start point again. (see [5])

Now I want to talk about some optimisations that can make the A* algorithm faster.
The first optimisation is in limiting the search space. The A* algorithm take some time if

giving a huge amount of data. To speed the algorithm up it is possible to limit the available search
space with irrelevant points that cant help finding a solution. The first example for this method is
Hierarchical Pathfinding A*. Here the search-space is divided in layers. The problem is first solved
on the highest level with the fewest points to consider and then goes one layer down for more
detailed solutions. For example if you want to compute the shortest way from one city to another
you could first search the path between the cities with much less roads you have to take in account
and then add the path in the city to the solution. Then there is the Navigation Mesh approach where
the walkable surface is described by convex polygons.  The shortest  path is  calculated with the
polygons until you reach the polygon with the end point on it. The it is possible to create straight
lines with the shortest path.

The A* algorithm uses a heuristic approach to calculate the distance from the current point
to the end point. Now it is possible to speed the algorithm up using different heuristic methods to
calculate the distance. This can lead to solutions that are not exactly the shortest path, but it could
work much faster than the normal algorithm of A*.

The Iterative Deepening A* algorithm was created to minimize the memory usage of the A*
algorithm. Here the path gets split into smaller problems if the cost of the current path gets to high.
(see [3])
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CHAPTER 3

Methodology and suggested solution

3.0 Surveillance system

The surveillance system by Peter Mindek and his colleagues is a new system to create automatized
highlight videos for multiplayer video games. The surveillance system helps to understand what
happened in a multiplayer game by creating a video that focuses on the most important events of the
game.

The cameras and events get recorded during gameplay. All events are linked with the player
that caused this events and its camera. These events are defined by the gameplay itself. With this
known information about the events they get structured in a so called event graph. The event graph
with its linkage of the events with the cameras contains enough information to reconstruct the story
of the previous gameplay.

Additionally to the information from the event graph, there are two concepts called “flock of
cameras” and “ManyCams”. The flock of cameras describes a set of cameras that have a lifespan
and an importance function that describes the importance of the recorded image. The ManyCams
concept  selects  the  most  important  views  of  the  flock  of  cameras  data  structure.  These  most
important  views  added  with  smooth  transitions  between  different  views  generates  a  linear
summarisation of the multiplayer gameplay. (see [8])

3.1 Saving gameplay replays

Both approaches, the one that saves only the player input every frame and the one that saves all
information every frame have some advantages and disadvantages.

The biggest advantage of the approach where you only save the player input every frame is the
memory usage. This approach uses nearly nothing of the available memory because of the view data
that has to be stored. 

The disadvantages of this approach are the follow: The game has to be deterministic for all
events that are critical for the gameplay. So it is necessary to prepare the game for the usage of this
replay approach. Also a disadvantage is that you are not able to jump to any frame in the replay. You
have to go from the start where all information was store once sequentially to the frame you want. It
is possible to store the state of all objects more often, so you can jump a bit around near the frame
you want. But you still have to go sequentially from this near frame with all informations saved to
the one you want.

The big advantage of the approach where you save every information at every frame is that you can
go directly to an arbitrary frame without the information of other frames. With this approach it is
also possible to play the replay in reverse direction. Another advantage is that you can use this
approach with any game because the game does not have to be deterministic.

The only disadvantage of this approach is the huge memory usage. So this approach is only
usable if memory usage is not a big problem.
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3.2 Character modelling

All three methods for 3D modelling discussed above have their advantages and disadvantages that I
want to describe here.

With polygon modelling it is relatively easy to get a model with very few polygons. In real-time
rendering it is useful to have as few polygons as possible because of the workload for rendering the
polygons. This method gets more complicated when you want to create a model with high details. A
lot  of  the  time you will  translate  single  polygon points.  So at  some detail  level  based  on the
polygons the workload for the artist gets more and more.

With the NURBS modelling method it is possible to generate very detailed and smooth objects
because of the nature of Bezier curves. But the problem with NURBS is, that real-time rendering
engines  render  normally polygons objects.  It  is  possible  to  transform the NURBS objects  to  a
polygon  objects,  but  then  you  combine  the  advantages  of  NURBS  with  the  disadvantages  of
polygons. So this modelling method is not very usable for real-time rendering.
I think that the third modelling method based on digital sculpting is the best to use for generating
highly detailed objects. It is fast to use and you can generate very good looking objects. Also it uses
polygons and so it can used directly in real-time rendering engines.

3.3 Character Animation

The two provided systems of the two papers have both great values. With the one system provided
in “Layered Acting For Character Animation” it is only possible to animate your character and with
the in system provided in “Automatic Rigging and Animation of 3D Characters” it is possible to
attach the skeleton to the model and also to animate with some basic animations provided by the
system. Now it would be a great idea to combine the two systems so you can attach the skeleton
with the one system very fast and you can create the detailed animations with the other system that
needs the character model already with a skeleton attached. With this combined systems it should be
possible to create fast and easy animations for your character models. So I would not recommend
just one of the systems, but both combined.

3.4 Pathfinding AI

The A* algorithm is already the best algorithm for pathfinding. There cant be a better algorithm
than that  because it  is  proved that A* is  optimal.  But there are  some optimisations for the A*
algorithm that compromise the quality of the solution a bit but speed up the algorithm a lot. So it is
depended on the situation which optimisation is the best. In the context of video games it is useful
to  save  memory usage  so it  is  advised  to  use  some of  the  memory saving optimisations.  The
Navigation Mesh method is very good optimisation in context of video games. It generates much
better paths than simple waypoints because of the straight lines in the final path. This type of path
looks much more natural.
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CHAPTER 4

Implementation and used technologies

4.1 Saving gameplay replays

For our project one of the main requirements for the surveillance system was to create a picture in
the scene at any given time and from an arbitrary viewpoint. So the approach where every frame is
saved was the better choice for this project because there it is simply possible to go to a frame
directly.

The big disadvantage of the saving all  information at  every frame approach is  the huge
memory usage. But for our project it was not a big problem because we do not have that much
objects in the game at the same time and we had more than enough memory available.

Also Unitys physics system is not deterministic. So the only choice is to use the approach
where you save all information each frame.

I implemented the replay feature as follows:
I gave every object that should be recorded a tag to find the object in the scene and a unique

identifier that is later used in the event hierarchy system. At runtime I used Unitys FixedUpdate
method to get a constant replay framerate. The FixedUpdate Method is called every 0.02 seconds.
In this method I searched for all relevant objects with the help of their tags and then saved all of
their position and rotation information with the current timestamp. For the playable characters I also
saved the information for the current animation state. At the end of the game all these informations
are saved to a text file.

When generating a replay I go to the frame I want and then create all the objects in the scene
based on the saved replay data. Then I create a screenshot and then delete all objects again. I go
through this loop until I generated all screenshot I needed.
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4.2 Character modelling

Within our project we stick to the classical polygon modelling approach. We wanted to use simple
objects with a low polygon count for our project because of the limited time and manpower. It does
not  take  a  long  time to  generate  simple  objects  with  polygon modelling  and you  can  use  the
generated objects directly in Unity.

So for modelling the character in this project I started with the halve of a cube as the head and
rounded it off. To get a symmetric shape I mirrored the character in the middle. From there is added
details to the head by extruding and subdividing. With the finished head I started to extrude some
faces down in direction of the body. With the same method and a lot of extruding I finally get down
to the feet to finish the character.

Fig 4.1: The modelled character in the editor screen. The right sight is mirrored to the left.

4.3 Character Animation

We did not have time to use one of the found systems provided by the papers. It would have been
too much work to use these systems for our project, because we only used some simple animations
like walk, run and duck. With these simple animations it was easy enough to create the animations
with traditional methods.

For the animation creation I used Blender. Blender provides a human skeleton that I attached
to the character I modelled for this project. From there on I searched for some classical animation
sketches that show me how animations look like on paper. Then I created the key frame animation
poses with the character skeleton so it looks like at the provided animation sketches. Now Blender
interpolates between the key frames and only some minor changes are needed. I had to look that the
characters feet are not under the floor plane at any time.

Unity  can  import  the  model  from Blender  and  uses  the  animation  frames  provided  by
Blender. In Unity you have an animator component that handles the animation transitions. There
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you can define when Unity should change the animation with variables that you assign at runtime to
the animator component.

Fig 4.2: The run animation in the editor screen.
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4.4 Pathfinding AI

Unity provides pathfinding with the Navigation Mash optimisation. So this optimisation was easy to
use.

The watchman in the game use the pathfinding algorithm to walk around in the museum.
The navigation mesh is nearly the whole floor of the museum. Only the safe areas of the players are
off limit zones to the watchman. If the watchman is seeing or hearing a player then the player
position is set as the new destination point for the watchman. Now the watchman walks the shortest
way  to  the  player  provided  by  the  pathfinding  algorithm.  The  same  principle  is  used  if  the
watchman gets called by another watchman. If the watchman sees or hears no player then he walks
along his patrolling route provided by some waypoints.

Fig 4.3: The unity editor showing the Navigation Mesh displayed in blue.
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CHAPTER 5

Results

5.1 Complete game session

Now a completed game session is shown with screen shots that show the implemented techniques in
use.

First it is possible to select a game for one to four players in the main menu. (Fig 5.1a) For better
focus on only one player, the one player mode is used in this demonstration. Then the item shop
appears where the player can buy items that help through the game. (Fig 5.1b) The available items
are the banana peel, the bouncy ball, the super glass cutter, the turbo shoes and the ninja sandals.
When the game starts, the player starts in his safe area, where the watchman can not find him. (Fig
5.1c) 

Fig 5.1a: The main menu Fig 5.1b: The item shop

Fig 5.1c: The safe area

Now the player has to steal as many paintings and artworks as possible to get the highest score of
all players. When stealing, the player has to be careful to not be seen or heard by the watchman. If a
watchman sees or hears the player then the watchman calculates the shortest path to the player and
tries  to  arrest  him.  (Fig  5.2a  and Fig  5.2b)  It  is  also  possible  to  hide  from the  watchman by
crouching behind showcases. (Fig 5.2c)
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Fig 5.2a: Player tries to steal a painting Fig 5.2b: Player gets arrested

Fig 5.2c: Player ducks behind a showcase

In the middle of the museum is the big diamond that gives the player the most points. The player
have to dodge the laser rays to avoid getting arrested by the watchman. (Fig 5.3a) When the player
has the diamond in his hands he has 30 seconds until all watchman run to the middle of the museum
and look for the diamond. If the player is fast enough, he can hide from the watchman that run to
the middle of the museum. (Fig 5.3b) Now the player has to go back to the safe area from the
beginning to get the points for the diamond. If the player gets to the safe area with the diamond in
his  hands  then  the  game  ends  and  all  players  get  their  points  for  the  items  currently  in  their
inventory. If the player with the diamond gets arrested then the watchman will bring the diamond
back to the middle of the museum. The diamond gets locked away and the watchman will  get
reinforcements after one minute. After this time the game will end and the players will lose the
points for the items currently in their inventory. But it is possible to get the points if they put the
items into the safe in the safe area before the timer runs out.

Fig 5.3a: The player cached the diamond Fig 5.3b: The player hides from the watchman
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5.2 Generated data

The game generates several data that can be used for the surveillance system: The event list, the
replay data  and the event  hierarchy.  The game uses a viewport  list  that can be taken from the
surveillance system to generate a replay.

The event list is a list that contains all the events that occurred at the game session. The replay data
contains all the information needed to generate the scene at a given timestamp and therefore it is
used to generate a replay. The event hierarchy contains all the possible events that can occur in a
game session. The viewport list contains a list with desired timestamps and camera positions for the
generated replay.

For a detailed description of the data format go to Appendix C.

5.3 Replay generation

In the main menu is the option to generate replays from previously saved game sessions. A list with
a camera path and desired timestamps has to be written into the “Binary\Replay\viewportList.txt”
file. Then the game creates all images for the replay in the Replay folder. An example replay is
generated from an above view of the museum (Fig 5.4)

Fig 5.4: An example replay from an above view of the museum.
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CHAPTER 6

Critical reflection

6.1 Comparison with related work

Our game is a mixture of a stealth game and a party game. Like in stealth games it is advantageous 
to be unseen from the watchman. The watchman go on their predefined paths and if they see the 
player they try to catch him. This feature is similar to the stealth elements from the game Payday 2 
by Overkill Software. In Payday 2 exists a mission where you rob paintings from a museum. There 
the watchman also have their paths through the museum and it is advantageous to be unseen from 
them. In our game this stealth element is the only chance to get points. If you get cough with some 
paintings and artworks in your hand, then you will lose your points.

Another stealth based game with similar gameplay to our game is the Thief series. There you
have the choice if you want to be unseen or you try to kill guards. But killing the guards can make 
the game much harder, so the stealth approach is much more preferable.

The multiplayer part plays a big part in our game. It is possible to let other players slip on 
banana peels or you can throw bouncy balls to another player so that the watchman hear this player 
and want to catch him. It is also possible to run away from a watchman with the turbo shoes and 
lead the watchman that still follow you to another player, so he gets caught. You can compare this 
kind of gameplay to other party games like the Mario Kart 64 Battle Mode. There you have to 
destroy the balloons of your enemies with various items and you have to trick the other players to 
win the game.

 The action button in our game is context sensitive. That means that the button has another 
function at different situations. With the action button you can steal images, artworks and the 
diamond, you can cut the showcases open and you can bring your loot back to your safe. This 
feature of the context sensitive button is comparable to the same system in the game Conker's Bad 
Fur Day by Rare.

6.2 Discussion of open issues

We had to cut some features in our project because we had not enough time to implement them. We
had planned to implement four different players with different special items. But only El Matador
was implemented for this bachelor thesis and he has no special item. His item would have been his
hat that he could throw on security cameras to distract the watchman. The other three characters
would have been the burglar cat, Ede, and the gentleman thief. The burglar cat would have had a toy
mouse that irritate the watchman and the cat would have been smaller than all the other characters
and a bit faster. The burglar cat model exists already but has only some basic movement of walking
and running. Ede would have had a hand pistol like gadget, similar to a grappling hook, that could
steel items from other players and he would have been slower than the other players but he could
transport more loot at once. The last not implemented character was the gentleman thief. He would
have had an umbrella with a propeller on it to fly up to the ceiling so he would not be seen by the
watchman.

We wanted to add a lot more steal-able items to the museum but we had some performance
issues because of the number of objects. With a bit of optimisation of the replay system it could be
possible to add more objects. Maybe there is a more efficient way to get all positions and animation
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information every 0.02 seconds and write it to a file.
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CHAPTER 7

Summary and future work

In this bachelor thesis is wanted to show some modern techniques for the following subjects:
• Saving gameplay replays
• Character modelling
• Character animation
• Pathfinding AI

For saving gameplay replays there are two techniques: Saving all the objects positions and rotations
every frame and only save the player input every frame.
I showed three methods for the character modelling part: polygon modelling, NURBS modelling 
and digital sculpting.
I found two interesting methods for the character animation part: One where you can animate a 
character with real motion and another where the program automatically apply a skeleton to a 
character model and give it some basic animations.
For the Pathfinding part I discussed the A* algorithm and some optimisation techniques for speed 
and memory usage.

The future work on this project could be to add some of the features that where cut because of time 
constraints. It would be nice to see the game with all the features we have thought about at our 
brainstorming sessions.
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APPENDIX A

Work-sharing

This Bachelor thesis was a co-production of Alexander Bayer and Lukas Bydlinski – a detailed list 
of the work-sharing follows. 

Scripts [by Alex and Lukas]:

(Please check the preliminary information and the "[Lukas]", "[/Lukas]", "[Alex]" and "[/Alex]" 
tags found in the C# classes' comments for very detailed information regarding the work-sharing.)

ArtworkController.cs
GameControllerScript.cs
PaintingController.cs
PlayerCharacterController.cs
Showcase.cs
Tags.cs

Scripts [by Alex]:

BagController.cs
BallController.cs
BananaController.cs
DiamondController.cs
CurtainController.cs
EnemyAI.cs
EnemySight.cs
Event.cs
EventHandler.cs
EventHierarchy.cs
GameSetup.cs
HashIDs.cs
Item.cs
LaserRay.cs
LastPlayerSighting.cs
LoadReplay.cs
Loot.cs
MenuController.cs
NailController.cs
PlayerMovement.cs
ReplaySystem.cs
RotateUI.cs
RotationOfCamera.cs
ScoreScreen.cs
ScoreSetup.cs
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SecurityCamera.cs
ThirdPersonCamera.cs
UniqueID.cs

Character models and animations [by Alex]:

ElMatador.fbx
Watchman.fbx

Modelled game world [by Lukas]:

MuseumQuarterTexturedFinal.blend

Modelled objects [by Alex]

CautionGlass.blend
EnemyMarker2.blend
Nail.blend
OutOfOrder.blend
SecurityCamera.blend
SecurityCameraFOV.blend

Modelled objects [by Lukas]

Artwork.blend
BananaPeelModel.blend
BouncyBallModel.blend
CurtainModel.blend
CurtainRailModel.blend
Diamond.blend
ElMatadorHammerModel.blend
ElMatadorHat.blend
GlassCutterModel.blend
MuseumDoorModel.blend
MuseumGardenDoorModel.blend
MuseumRoofModel.blend
MuseumWindowFrameModel.blend
MuseumWindowGlassModel.blend
NinjaSandalsModel.blend
Painting.blend
SafeHandleModel.blend
SafeModel.blend
ShowcaseGlass.blend
ShowcaseGlassCutOpen.blend
ShowcaseGlassSmashed.blend
ShowcasePillar.blend
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SuperGlassCutterModel.blend
TurboShoesModel.blend
WatchmanCapModel.blend

Textures [by Alex]:

CautionGlassTexture.png
EnemyMarkerPlayer1Texture.png
EnemyMarkerPlayer2Texture.png
EnemyMarkerPlayer3Texture.png
EnemyMarkerPlayer4Texture.png
OutOfOrderTexture.png

Textures [by Lukas]:

ArtworkTexture.jpg
ArtworkTextureFakeVersion.jpg
BananaPeelTexture.png
BouncyBallTexture.png
Bretter2.jpg
CanvasPaintingWinterImpressionsTexture.png
CanvasPaintingWinterImpressionsTextureFakeVersion.png
CurtainRailTexture.png
CurtainTexturePlayer1.png
CurtainTexturePlayer2.png
CurtainTexturePlayer3.png
CurtainTexturePlayer4.png
ElMatadorHammerTexture.png
ElMatadorHatTexture.png
ElMatadorTexturePlayer1.png
ElMatadorTexturePlayer2.png
ElMatadorTexturePlayer3.png
ElMatadorTexturePlayer4.png
ElMatadorGlassCutterTexture.png
Hausmauer1.jpg
Innenwand3Player1.jpg
Innenwand3Player2.jpg
Innenwand3Player3.jpg
Innenwand3Player4.jpg
Innenwand3weiss.jpg
MuseumDoorCaseTexture.jpg
MuseumDoorKnob.jpg
MuseumDoorTexture.jpg
MuseumGardenDoorTexture.jpg
MuseumRoofTexture.jpg
Museumswand3.jpg
NinjaSandalsTexture.png
SafeHandleTexturePlayer1.png
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SafeHandleTexturePlayer2.png
SafeHandleTexturePlayer3.png
SafeHandleTexturePlayer4.png
SafeTexturePlayer1.png
SafeTexturePlayer2.png
SafeTexturePlayer3.png
SafeTexturePlayer4.png
Schachbrett4.jpg
ShowcasePillarTexture.png
Steinmauer.jpg
SuperGlassCutterTexture.png
Teppich.jpg
TurboShoesTexture.png
Uebergangsfliesen3.jpg
WatchmanCapTexture.png
WatchmanTexture.png
Wiesenausschnitt.jpg
Zwischenfliesen5.jpg

HUD graphics [by Alex]:

HUDInteractCutting.png
HUDInteractDiamond.png
HUDInteractSafe.png
HUDInteractSteal.png
HUDInventoryArtwork.png
HUDInventoryPainting.png
HUDInventoryPlayer1.png
HUDInventoryPlayer2.png
HUDInventoryPlayer3.png
HUDInventoryPlayer4.png

HUD graphics [by Lukas]:

HUDFirstDigit0.png
HUDFirstDigit1.png
HUDFirstDigit2.png
HUDFirstDigit3.png
HUDFirstDigit4.png
HUDFirstDigit5.png
HUDFirstDigit6.png
HUDFirstDigit7.png
HUDFirstDigit8.png
HUDFirstDigit9.png
HUDInteractFake.png
HUDInteractPlayer1.png
HUDInteractPlayer2.png
HUDInteractPlayer3.png
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HUDInteractPlayer4.png
HUDItemDropDiamond.png
HUDItemHammer.png
HUDItemNoItem.png
HUDItemPlayer1.png
HUDItemPlayer2.png
HUDItemPlayer3.png
HUDItemPlayer4.png
HUDSecondDigit0.png
HUDSecondDigit1.png
HUDSecondDigit2.png
HUDSecondDigit3.png
HUDSecondDigit4.png
HUDSecondDigit5.png
HUDSecondDigit6.png
HUDSecondDigit7.png
HUDSecondDigit8.png
HUDSecondDigit9.png
InventoryFullMessagePlayer1.png
InventoryFullMessagePlayer2.png
InventoryFullMessagePlayer3.png
InventoryFullMessagePlayer4.png
LootIsSafeMessagePlayer1.png
LootIsSafeMessagePlayer2.png
LootIsSafeMessagePlayer3.png
LootIsSafeMessagePlayer4.png

Operations using the graphical Unity editor [by Alex]:

– The assembly of the four museum quarters to form the completed game world
– The integration of all the HUD graphics listed above but HUDItemHammer.png, 

HUDFirstDigit0-9.png and HUDSecondDigit0-9.png into the game scene

Operations using the graphical Unity editor [by Lukas]:

– Placing objects and watchmen in the scene and setting waypoints for the latter [Lukas]
– The integration of the following HUD graphics into the game scene: HUDItemHammer.png,

HUDFirstDigit0-9.png and HUDSecondDigit0-9.png

Menu graphics [by Alex]:

ArrowLeft.png
ArrowRight.png
Player1Character.png
Player2Character.png
Player3Character.png
Player4Character.png
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Event hierarchy list [by Lukas]:

EventHierarchy.txt
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APPENDIX B

Unused content

A list of elements we worked on – many of them being finished or nearly finished – that did not 
make it into the final product follows (see our submission's folder “unused”).

“Real character” experiment [by Alex and Lukas]:

AlexAsElMatadorVersion1.blend
AlexAsElMatadorVersion2.blend
ElMatadorFaces.jpg

Unused character model and animations [by Alex]:

BurglarCatRiggedPartlyAnimated.blend

Unused HUD elements [by Alex]:

EnemyMarker.blend
EnemyMarkerPlayer1TextureOriginal.png
EnemyMarkerPlayer2TextureOriginal.png
EnemyMarkerPlayer3TextureOriginal.png
EnemyMarkerPlayer4TextureOriginal.png
HUDCrosshairs.png

Unused object and texture [by Lukas]:

(It was planned to move this metal plate during the process of the diamond being sealed off.)

ProtectivePlateModel.blend
ProtectivePlateTexture.jpg

Modelled special items for the planned but unused characters [by Lukas]:

EdeHandCannonModel.blend
EdeHandModel.blend
GentlemanUmbrellaModel.blend
GentlemanUmbrellaRotorModel.blend
ToyMouseKeyModel.blend
ToyMouseModel.blend
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Textures for these special items [by Lukas]:

EdeHandCannonTexture.png
EdeHandTexture.png
GentlemanUmbrellaTexture.png
GentlemanUmbrellaRotorTexture.png
ToyMouseKeyTexture.png
ToyMouseTexture.png

Hammer models for the unused characters [by Lukas]:

BurglarCatHammerModel.blend
EdeHammerModel.blend
GentlemanHammerModel.blend

Textures for these hammers [by Lukas]:

BurglarCatHammerTexture.png
EdeHammerTexture.png
GentlemanHammerTexture.png

GlassCutterModel.blend-textures for the unused characters [by Lukas]:

(No glass cutter was planned for the burglar cat because he was supposed to just use his claws.)

EdeGlassCutterTexture.png
GentlemanGlassCutterTexture.png

Unused alternative painting texture [photo taken and edited by Lukas]:

OilPaintingRiverBridge.png
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APPENDIX C

Data format description

The event list: This is a list with all the events that happened in the play session. Every line has the 
following format:

Event_ID; Start_Timestamp; End_Timestamp; Event_Type_Text

The file is located at “Binary\Replay\eventData.txt”.
Event_ID is an integer value. 
Start_Timestamp and End_Timestamp are float values. 
Event_Type_Text is a string that describes the event. A list of all possible events is located at 
“Binary\Replay\EventHierarchy.txt”

The replay data: This file contains the positions and rotations of all the objects in the scene. Every 
line has the following format:

Timestamp [Object_Data]

Object Data – Player: ID Player_Name Player_Number Position_Information 
Animation_Information
Object Data – Watchman: ID Watchman_Name Position_Information 
Animation_Information
Object Data – Not_Animated_Object: ID Object_Name Position_Information

Position_Information: x_Coordinate y_Coordinate z_Coordinate Quaternion_x
Quaternion_y Quaternion_z Quaternion_w
Animation_Information (Player version): Speed Crouch_Speed 
Animation_Layer_Number Animation_Layer_Information
Animation_Information (Watchman version): Speed Animation_Layer_Number 
Animation_Layer_Information

Animation_Layer_Information (Animation_Layer_Number n times):

Annotation regarding Animation_Layer: “Transition_Boolean” 
denotes a transition between two animations states. If it is true, four 
values follow, if false, only two values follow.
Animation_Layer (if Transition_Boolean==true): 
Transition_Boolean Current_Animation_State_Hash 
Normalized_Time_of_the_Current_Animation_State 
Next_Animation_State_Hash Normalized_Time_of_the_Transition
Animation_Layer (if Transition_Boolean==false): 
Transition_Boolean Current_Animation_State_Hash 
Normalized_Time_of_the_Current_Animation_State

Data type of the variables: Player_Name, Watchman_Name and Object_Name are strings, 
Transition_Boolean is a boolean value, Current_Animation_State_Hash, 
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Next_Animation_State_Hash are integer values and everything else are float values.

The event hierarchy: This is the list with all possible events that could happen in the game. The 
entries are numbered. More important events have a smaller number.

The file is located at “Binary\Replay\EventHierarchy.txt”.

The viewport list: This is a list that contains desired camera positions and timestamps for the 
replay. The format for every line is as follows:

Timestamp x_Coordinate y_Coordinate z_Coordinate Quaternion_x Quaternion_y Quaternion_z 
Quaternion_w

The file is located at “Binary\Replay\viewportList.txt”.
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